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Overview
Ant Download Manager is an advanced downloader of any internet files. It has the additional possibility of
capturing and downloading audio and video files from many popular video sharing sites.
Some of the features:
• Simple, user-friendly, intuitive interface;
• Easy access to download the file. Categories. Preview content;
• Downloads list, downloads media (thumbnail) list, sorting options;
• Drag&Drop;
• Multilanguage support;
• Multi-threaded file downloading;
• Resumes broken downloads from where they left off from both HTTP, HTTPS and FTP servers;
• Monitors the clipboard and capture links from it to download;
• Download single files, a list of files or multiple files in batch mode;
• Built-in scheduler to download files and shutdown computer;
• Support for automatic test of downloaded files by an antivirus program or the launch of any other script after
downloading;
• Forced change in download speed;
• Supports network HTTP(S), FTP(S) and media stream M3U8, MPEG-DASH, VIMEO-STREAM protocols;
• Full integration to most popular web browsers: Microsoft EDGE (Chromium-based), Mozilla Firefox 57+,
Google Chrome 31+ and their clones (360Chrom, CCleaner, Chedot, Cliqz CocCoc, Comodo Dragon, Comodo
IceDragon, Brave, Maxthon6, Opera, Slimjet, SRWare Iron, UC Browser, Vivaldi, Waterfox, Yandex, etc.);
• Download your favorite audio and video from the Internet;
• Convert media files to MP3 format;
• Support for many popular video sharing;
• Support BitTorrent protocol implemented by libtorrent.org;
• Support most popular Premium Link Generators (Debrids) alldebrid.com, cocoleech.com, debrid-link.fr,
ffdownloader.com, linksnappy.com, mega-debrid.eu, real-debrid.com, premium.rpnet.biz, simply-debrid.com,
etc.
• Support 4K monitors;
• Not any ads, spy or malware.
Created with Dr.Explain
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System Requirements
• Windows(x32/x64) 7,8,10
• Google Chrome v.31+ or Chromium clones: 360Chrome, Brave, CCleaner, Chedot, Comodo Dragon,
Maxthon6, Opera, Slimjet, SRWare Iron, UC Browser, Vivaldi, Yandex, etc.
• Microsoft EDGE (chromium project).
• Mozilla FireFox v.57+ or clones: Cliqz, Comodo IceDragon, Waterfox, etc.
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Installation
The installation of AntDM is simple enought and standard. As the installer we use well-known popular Free
project Inno Setup (www.jrsoftware.org).
If you receive an error message during the installation of AntDM, then there is a possibility that this is Inno Setup
error or a conflict between your antivirus and Inno Setup.
• Run downloaded setup file AntDM.<version number>-setup.exe

• Select your preferred install language. This language will set as the default software language. When the
installation will be completed you can change it in AntDM Main Menu\View\Languages.

If you want to help the project and add a new translation of our program - welcome! Please Contact Us.
There is an etalon of a language file for our volunteers translators here "C:\Program Files (x86)\Ant Download Manag
attention the code of a language file is UTF-8.

• Welcome screen, Next.
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• You should accept the license agreement and click Next button.

• Select the installation folder by yourself, or leave the default. Click Next button.
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• Available Components:
FFmpeg Media Converter - it is necessary for many downloads of audio and video files, their conversion and
gluing.
Debrid (Premium Link Generator) support - if you have a subscription to one of the premium link generator
(alldebrid.com, cocoleech.com, debrid-link.fr, ffdownloader.com, linksnappy.com, mega-debrid.eu, real-debrid.com,
premium.rpnet.biz, simply-debrid.com etc) to select this component.

BitTorrent protocol support - AntDM supports the BitTorrent protocol implemented libtorrent.org project. If
your country is allowed BitTorrent and you want to AntDM downloads torrent files, select this component. In turn,
we mean that you will download legal content.
• Add an exception for AntDM to Windows Firewall - BitTorrent uses a different set of ports to connect
to other clients. If you want Windows Firewall each time did not ask permission and allow to AntDM free
connect the network, check this box.

• Associate *.torrent files with AntDM - If you check this box, Windows will know to the default to open the
torrent file it should run AntDM.
Click Next button.
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• Where do you want to store downloaded files? By default, the downloaded files are stored in standard folders in
your windows profile.
For example (C:\Users\<name>\Documents, C:\Users\<name>\Downloads, C:\Users\<name>\Pictures, etc)
Click Next button.

• no comments. Click Next button.
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• completion of the installation:
Launch Ant Download Manager - the program automatically starts at once after installation.
I allow to collect the log of AntDM work to improve product quality - we collect your personal data of an
information about your PC, as a rule the program errors are collected.
Click Finish button.
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Uninstall
The uninstaller is located in its root folder of AntDM "C:\Program Files (x86)\Ant Download Manager
\unins000.exe". Run it. Or find execute file "Uninstall Ant Download Manager" in folder "Ant Download Manage"
in Windows Start Menu.

How to remove browser integration see here How to remove integration
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Premium Link Generators (Debrids)
Premium Link Generator or other name Debrid is SaaS (Software as a Service) web service, which is a platform
for aggregating the content of multiple file hosting such as
1fichier, depositfiles, rapidshare, etc. It allows users to receive content from multiple sources and aggregate
it under one user account. You do not need to have and pay for a separate account on each hosting, but you
should just register one account on one Premium Link Generator.
How does Premium Link Generator work?
Premium Link Generator has premium accounts on many file hostings (1fichier, depositfiles, rapidshare, ...).
When you add a link to download a file from these sites, your Premium Link Generator sends you a direct
premium link from this site or downloads the file to its server and sends the link already from its server to you for
download in your browser or any other software designed for downloading files.
Here are some examples of the most popular Premium Link Generators we currently support: alldebrid.com,
cocoleech.com, debrid-link.fr, ffdownloader.com, linksnappy.com, mega-debrid.eu, real-debrid.com,
premium.rpnet.biz, simple-debrid.com, and more.
We don't pretend to cover all Premium Link Generators in full and to have extended support functionality for
them. There are good softwares that specialize in this. They are much more powerful and functional. Our
software has only an additional useful free Premium Link Generator support function for a undemanding user.
To enable support for one of the Premium Link Generators, you must have a paid account for one (or more)
Premium Link Generators. Creating an account and paying for the premium period is done on the web site of
the Premium Link Generator itself. In our software you only need to add the credentials of the Premium Link
Generatorr. How to do it see Premium Link Generator settings.
The free and outdated accounts can not be registered in AntDM.
Next, you should add a link like this:
https://1fichier.com/?mn39v9bph3
http://turbobit.net/batzjb4xy3tz.html
https://1fichier.com/?yckxfyy3e2j0mtr1roju
http://rapidgator.net/file/7cfcd876b75f1ddf371b4af5f95de676/Rd.Dng.2016.FRENCH.BRRip.XviD-NEWCiNEWwW.Zone-Telechargement.Ws.avi.html
to Add New Download window
If the premium link is confirmed by your Premium Link Generator, you will see a similar screen.

Before adding a new link to download a file, it is useful to make sure that the file hoster is currently available.
This can be done in the Web admin panel of Premium Link Generator, but sometimes it is convenient to view
the status of file hosters in Hoster Status window. To do this, you do not need to visit the web browser in the
administrative panel of your Premium Links Generator.
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Note: if the download list is in thumbnail view, then you should switch to table view. It is easy to do it using the
context menu of the item "Table".

Some frequently asked questions about Multihostere see FAQ.
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Torrents
Torrent (BitTorrent) is a special P2P (peer-to-peer) protocol designed to exchange files between users. The main
feature of this protocol is that users download files not from some server, and each other - directly from PC. The scheme
of exchange is organized in an effective way: the protocol will choose the fastest source, and if something happens to
it (will turn off or the speed will drop dramatically) - the protocol will choose another source. In addition, the files are not
downloaded sequentially, but in different segments, which allows a very flexible organization of the distribution: as soon as
you start downloading something, you are automatically included in the distribution at the same time, allowing other users to
download those pieces of the file that you have already downloaded yourself.
AntDM supports BitTorrent protocol implemented by libtorrent.org project.
Hereinafter we assume that you know what content is available for free download and what is not and that
you do not infringe the copyrights of the content owners. If you do not know or doubt whether content can be
downloaded from the site, please refer to the relevant sections of the sites to the content distributors.
How does it work?
If you intend to download torrent files in your future work, choose BitTorrent peer-to-peer protocol support when installing
AntDM software. The installer will copy the corresponding BitTorrent protocol support modules.

It is also recommended to add AntDM to the list of exceptions for Windows Firewall. If you do not, Windows Firewall
will open a warning window with the necessary instructions when downloading torrent files. You can associate torrent files
with the AntDM program. Windows will replace the torrent file icons with AntDM icons, when you open any torrent file, it will
launch AntDM, and browsers will offer to open torrent magnetic links and torrent files in our program. If you do not associate
torrent files with AntDM, you can always manually add the new torrent download in Add New Download dialog box.
By default, the torrent file is downloaded by your browser, you open it through the browser and pass it to AntDM
for download. If you want AntDM automatically captures and downloads the torrent file, add the torrent extension to
automatically download as it shown below.

After capturing the torrent file, Download Torrent with AntDM window will appear. Click Download button in this window,
the libtorrent component will start searching for available peers and when they are found the download will start.
More settings for torrent download you can find shere.
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Browser Integration
AntDM project supports full integration into all the most popular browsers. Here is not a full list of them: Microsoft
EDGE (chromium implementation), Mozilla Firefox v.57+, Google Chrome v.31+ and their clones (360Chrom,
Chedot, CocCoc, Comodo Dragon, Comodo IceDragon, Brave, Maxthon6, Opera, Slimjet, SRWare Iron, UC
Browser, Vivaldi, Waterfox, Yandex, etc.);
Integration of our extension into browsers does not happen automatically. Often not all users need this and not
all browsers have a positive attitude towards this. For integration, click the Integration button and select your
browser.

• Google Chrome
• Chromium Clones
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft EDGE integration implemented for EDGE chromium project see Chromium Clones.
Created with Dr.Explain
Unregistered version
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Google Chrome
Select Integrate into Chrome menu item.

How to add the Chrome extension, see Ant Download manager - Addons. We keep this page up to date.
The extension must be added and enabled!

Upon successful integration, you should see the active AntDM extension icon on the Google Chrome browser
extension tab (see above) and the AntDM icon in the browser toolbar.

For Google Chrome integration AntDM has two modules:
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Ant Download Manager\antCH\antch.crx" - the main extension, which is called Download
with Ant Download Manager
(DLHelper).
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Ant Download Manager\antCH\antch.exe" - the native interface between the main
extension and AntDM.
Note: the number of the extension version may change.
Some integration mistakes and ways to solve them see here.
• Chromium Clones
Created with Dr.Explain
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Chromium Clones
Google Chrome is based on Chromium, an open-source browser project. Anyone can take the Chromium source
code and use it to build own new browser. That’s why there are so many alternative browsers based on Google
Chrome.
Some examples of such browsers: 360Chrom, CocCoc, Chedot, Comodo Dragon, Brave, Maxthon6, Opera,
Microsoft EDGE, Slimjet, SRWare Iron, UC Browser, Vivaldi, Yandex, etc. Typically, all of these browsers allow us
to run our antCH.crx extension, but sometimes this requires manual installation and configuration.
Select your browser.
Integrate into Chromium, Brave, Coc Coc, SRWare, Torch - for these browsers and some others, integration
is automatic, similar to integration in Chrome.
For other browsers from the list, you will be asked to go to the Google Web Store and install the extension
manually.

If your browser is not in the menu list, then refer to the page of our site How to integrate into another browser.
There you can find additional information about integration into other browsers.
Attention: in some cases you will need to add EXE browser file to the list of clones independently. See Add
Chrome Clones.
Some integration mistakes and ways to solve them see here.
Created with Dr.Explain
Unregistered version
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Mozilla Firefox
Select Integrate into Mozilla Firefox menu item.

Firefox extension works in new technology WebExtensions. It has two modules:
antff.xpi - the main extension, that you will get from Mozilla Addons store.
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Ant Download Manager\antFF\antff.exe" - the native interface between the main
extension and AntDM.
How to add the Chrome extension, see Ant Download manager - Addons. We keep this page up to date.
The extension must be added and enabled!

If integration was successful, you should see antFF extension icon in the extension tab of Firefox browser (see
above) and AntDM extension icon in the browser toolbar.

Note: the number of the extension version may change.
Some integration mistakes and ways to solve them see here.
Created with Dr.Explain
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Firefox Clones
Select your browser. You will be prompted to go to Mozilla Addons online store and install the extension
manually.

As a rule, all browsers of Firefox clones allow us to run our extension antFF.xpi, but sometimes it requires manual
installation and configuration.
If your browser is not in the menu list, then refer to the page of our site How to integrate into other browsers.
There you can find additional information about integration into other browsers.
Some integration mistakes and ways to solve them see here.
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Toolbar Icon States
After integration into browsers Chrome, Firefox and their clones, an active AntDM icon should appear in the
toolbar. This is a good sign - integration has occurred.
The toolbar icon can have several states.
The extension is inactive:
• browser extension is turn off;
• AntDM software is not installed;
• AntDM software is incorrectly installed (extension cannot find the native part).

The extension is active. Capture works for any files.

The extension is active, but the user manually turned off the video capture. For most cases, this is a good mode
of operation - browser resources are saved and the extension is not too intrusive to attract attention.

The extension is active, but media capture is not allowed on the current tab. See more Video Capture (Sites
excluded from video capture)

After clicking on the AntDM icon in the browser toolbar, a pop-up window of this kind will open:

20

ON - means that the extension is in working order. You can benefit from the automatic download.
If the automatic download does not fire to download a file, please check that the file type is present in the list in
the settings (see File Types).
If you click on it, OFF activates and its operation is stopped. (automatic mode and video capture is suspended).
The logo icon will change the look with

on

.

Video ON - means that the extension is in working condition for the videos. When playing a video, on a website,
the video button will be displayed. If video OFF, the video button is not displayed but automatic downloads are still
enabled. The logo icon will change the look with

on

.

For Chromium clones, it is possible to switch the video capture mode Video Button or Video Box.
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Tip: In most cases, video capture can be turned off because it uses significant resources to track links and search
for playback frames. If you see that your browser can quicker work, then switch off Video OFF switcher and turn
on it only if it is necessary to capture video links.
Created with Dr.Explain
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Main Window

1. Add New Download.
2. Add Video Download.
3. Start All - runs all added, pending, paused and stopped downloads relying on the parameter Maximum active
downloads (see Downloads). The remaining downloads go into a waiting state.
4. Stop All - all threads, connection, buffers close. Download goes into state Stop.
5. Delete - open context menu:
• Delete
• Delete All Completed - delete only all completed downloads
• Delete All - clears list
Downloaded files do not delete. Tasks move to History.
Tip: delete a task without moving it to history - Ctrl+Del, delete a task without moving it to history and delete a
downloaded file - Ctrl+Shift+Del.
6. Changing the download speed:
• High - 100% of full speed.
• Medium - 50% of full speed.
• Low - 25% of full speed.
Tip: Some servers have a negative attitude towards reducing download speeds (delays between receiving
packets to reduce download speed). If you encounter a file download error at a lower download speed, try
to restore the full download speed. AntDM often recognizes such a problem on its own and restores the
maximum download speed of the file.
See more Speed
7. Queues - queue management.
8. Program Settings (Config).
9. Bug Report - calls a mail program to send a message to our support or Contact Us.
10. Turn off the PC when all downloads are completed - see Turn off the PC. This option is only activated during
file download, when all downloads are completed or after a certain time, the computer will automatically shut
down. Before PC turns off you will see a 30 second shutdown warning. You can have time to stop turning off the
PC.
11. Go to the webpage of our site to review the terms and conditions or purchase a license.
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12. Main Menu.
13. Hide\Show capture window - disable\enable Video Box. See more Video Box.
14. Link Parking - disable\enable Link Parking window.
15. Always on top - enabling this option causes the main program window to always overlap other windows.
16. Calling AntDM User Guide (help) or press F1.
17. Minimize the main program window.
18. Maxinize\Restore the main program window.
19. Close AntDM.
20. Switch to mode Grouping with Tree.
21. Calling help Grouping with Categories.
22. Grouping with Panel categories of files.
23. Progress - download progress. On the bottom and right is the number of threads of the current download
24. The main window supports Drag&Drop. You can Drag&Drop any single link (video link) from the browser to
the main window to download the file or drag the downloaded file to any folder.
25. File download indicator..
Created with Dr.Explain
Unregistered version
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List View
List View is basic view mode for downloads. This view is standart mode for most of the downloader softwares.
The interface is simple and intuitive.
You can switch to Thumbnail View click on a button
and go back click on
.
Yellow progress is downloading of a file, Green progress is conversion of a media file.

The useful information and controls:
1. Sign of sorting of a column. Click on the header of a column, List View will sort by selected column.
2. Representation of Premium Link Generators (Debrids) download. See FAQ with Debrid.
3. Header context menu allows to show new hidden column or to hide excess one. Click right mouse button on
the header of column.
See also Context Menu.
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Thumbnail View
Thumbnail View is most useful for list of media (video and music) files. Some of media services provide additional
useful information about the media file: quality, type of video, thumbnail image, duration, number of views,
etc. You can see these infos on this view. Thumbnail View can be represented in three sizes of images: Small,
Medium and Large Images.
You can switch to List View to select the item "Table" of the context menu.
Yellow progress is downloading of a file, Green progress is conversion of a media file.

See also Context Menu.
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Link Parking (The basket)

In the main window you can display a mini-window to manage your downloads, click on a button
Link Parking window supports Drog&Drop technology. You can drag links (video links, youtube links) and put on
this window.
For ease of management, these are some of the most commonly used buttons here:
•

- Add New Download;

•

- Start all downloads from the list of downloads;

•

- Stop all downloads from the list of downloads;

•

- Program Settings (Config);

•

- Close the link parking.

After downloading you can see some useful information about the download status:
• total speed of all downloads, here is 1,07 MB/secs;
• progress and percentage of download;
• the number of downloaded files.
Graphic columns show the stability of download. If they are all about the same high, then the download goes evenly.
Created with Dr.Explain
Unregistered version
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Grouping with Categories
Created with Dr.Explain
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Grouping with Tree
Click on the button

to open Tree grouping of files by category. the standard for most file downloaders.

All Downloads - shows all tasks in all states and all file types except for History and Scheduled.
If you click
then open the tree branch. All downloads are grouped by Categories type.
Context menu of each category allows:
• Opens the folder that is assigned to the file type
• Reassigns folder to File Type
• Shows folder properties

Downloading - shows all tasks in "Downloading" state.
Finished - shows all tasks in "Complete" state...
History - AntDM allows you to store download history. Learn more see History.
Scheduled - the user can schedule the start of the download at a specific time or day, also shuts down the PC
after downloading all files or at a specified time. Learn more see Scheduler and Turn off the PC.
Queues - queue management. Learn more see Queues.
Created with Dr.Explain
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Grouping with Panel

1. Show tree - switch to view mode Grouping with Tree.
2. Help - call help file.
3. All Downloads - shows all tasks in any states and all file types except for History and Planned.
4. Downloading - shows all tasks in "downloading" state.
5. Completed - shows only all completed downloads.
6. All Music - learn more about the type files of this category see Categories.
7. All Video - learn more about the type files of this category see Categories.
8. All Images - learn more about the type files of this category see Categories.
9. All Programs - learn more about the type files of this category see Categories.
10. All Documents - learn more about the type files of this category see Categories.
11. All Compressed - learn more about the type files of this category see Categories.
Created with Dr.Explain
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History
Switch to Grouping with Tree click on the button

Select History. Folder will be opened that contains tasks that grouping with deleted date.
Select History. Folders are opened in which remote tasks are grouped by time for the convenience of finding the
desired task. Redownload a task or a selection an item in the context menu of Retrieve to Category menu retrieves
the task from the history.

Created with Dr.Explain
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Main Menu

File - See File.
View - See View Submenu.
Downloads • New - Add New Download
• Video - Add Video Download
Downloading •
Redownload - Download a file again. The old downloaded file will be removed.
•
Start all - Starts all incomplete downloads relying on Maximum active downloads (see Downloads). The
remained downloads pass into "Waiting" state.
•
Stop all - All downloads started and all pending downloads are stopped
Browser integration - See Browser Integration.
Hoster Status - used for Premium Link Generators. Works only with a predefined list of Premium Link Generators.
Config - opens the settings dialog window. See Program Settings.
Check for updates - searches for a software updates. If updates is found AntDM will be offered to update the
program.
Update Media Codecs - opens the web page http://codecguide.com/ where you can download last version of
media codecs for your PC.
If you do not have media animation working and need it, you should probably install K-Lite Codec Pack.
We do not advertise this site, but in our opinion the K-Lite Codec Pack build has been one of the best codec
builds for many years.
Report bug or your message - Allows you to report a bug (a problem) or send a message.
Registration - Register the user license. See Register License.
Forum - Go to the AntDM forum
About ... - Information on the software version, the author of the software, the official website and the email of the
technical support, name of the translator
32
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File

Load Link File - you can create a text file, for example with Notepad, and write or paste download links. Then,
using this function, you can directly import all your links directly into AntDM by selecting this text file.
Tip: you can copy a number of links to the clipboard (make sure that in Programm Settings, the capture of links
from the clipboard is enabled). AntDM constantly looks through the clipboard in the search for links. If the links are
found, a pop-up window with a suggestion to download them will pop up.
Export Software Settings to File - if necessary, you can save the current software settings to a file and
subsequently restore them or port them to another PC. By default, export file receives REG extension.

General software settings - this is Program Settings.
Current downloads - these are downloads that you see in the main software window.
Download history - these are deleted downloads that hit the History category.
Thumbnail images - these are pictures that are associated with the downloaded video.
Import Software Settings from File - when importing settings from a file, the current settings are completely
replaced. Old settings are not saved. After importing, you may have to fix some settings related to the configuration
of you PC itself, such as a folder for saving downloads, a folder for temporary files, etc.
Exit - Close completely AntDM.
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View

Link Parking - show\hide Link Parking window.
Show\Hide Video Box - enable\disable Video Box. Learn more details in Main Window.
Several menu items for automating the selection of downloads - no comments.
Several menu items for deleting downloads - Learn more details in Main Window.
Language - Allows you to choose your language: English, French, German, Russian, Spanish, Portuguese
(Brazilian), Dutch, Polish, Turkish, Korean, Chinese, Arabic ... and others
Created with Dr.Explain
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Browser Integration
• Browser Integration
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Context Menu
In the Main Window and in List View or Thumbnail View right-click your mouse, a context menu will appear. Menu
items can be different, available or inaccessible in dependence where you are in List View, Thumbnail View or
History and you select on task or more.

Open - initiate an action relying on the file type: opens, executes, plays the file.
Open folder - opens the folder where the file is located (opens the file location)
Rename - changes the name of the file, you must wait until the end of the download.
Copy URL - copies the download address (link) of the file to the Clipboard.
Redownload - downloads the file again. If the file was downloaded it will be removed.
Start , Pause, Stop - start, pause or stop selected tasks. Learn more detail in List View.
Force Download - if the maximum number of downloads assigned in the settings already are downloading and
you want to add one more download in excess of the set amount, then you can force the download.
Refresh Download Address - if the address to the file is outdated and you can not download it, you can try to
refresh this link and its session data. AntDM will launch the browser on the page where you grabbed this link. Select
it again. If possible, AntDM automatically will grab this link again and downloads file.
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Scheduler - you can scheduler a start time for the downloads and automatically turn off the PC. See Scheduler
and Turn Off the PC. For Premium Link Generators, the status of the hosts can be modified, and download later
can cause download failures.
Extract audio MP3 track - if the selected file is a video file with an audio track, then there is an additional possibility
to extract an audio track from the video and convert it into the most popular MP3 audio format.
Merge Video Files - allows to combine two or more selected video files of the same format or combine video without
sound and audio files into one video file with sound. See Merge Video Files.
Shift Audio Track - Sometimes you may notice quite a bit of desynchronization between the audio and video tracks.
You can try synchronizing the sound to the video yourself. See Shift Audio Track.
Speed - you can choose a download speed for a single download. (High, Medium, Low, Default)

Priority - these are priorities for downloading. Usually, when you add downloads to the downloads list and when
you click the button "Start all downloads " :
- the first is always started first, and the last one is finished last.
You can change this start order and choose a download priority for each. (default: Normal)
Example: on the last download of the list, you put the priority "High" and for another download, a priority "Above".
Result: the last download of the list will start first, and the other download will start in second. Then the usual starting
order, from the first of the list to the last one.
2nd Example: on a first download, a priority "Low" and on a second, you put a priority "Below".
Result: the others downloads in the list will be started first, (the downloads with priority "Low" or "Below" will be
ignored). The first download with a "Low" priority will be downloaded last.

Disable - excludes a task from processing. If you want to download this file then you have to manually enable a task .
Show progress window - to display the download progress window for a single download. See Progress Window
Move to queue - moves a download or download group to one of the queues. See Queues.
Delete from queue - deletes the download(s) from the queue. See Queues.
View - Thumbnail View can be represented in three sizes of images: Small, Medium and Large Images.
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Delete :
There is a number, it means the number of downloads in the list.
• Delete - deletes the selected items to History (the number means the number of downloads selected)
Quick Deletion:
• Del - deletes task to History
• Shift+Del - deletes task without movement to History
• Ctrl+Shift+Del - deletes task without movement to History and delete file from disk (Full deletion)
• Delete all completed - delete only completed downloads; this function does not delete the files from the hard
disk.
• Delete all - removes all downloads from the list
Sort by - context menu of sorting only for Thumbnail View

Properties - See Properties of a Download.
Thumbnails - switches to an alternative list display mode of large thumbnails. See Thumbnail View.
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Register License
After purchase of the license of the software product the buyer has to receive the license email with the subject
"AntGROUP Inc. - Registration key" on E-mail, which the buyer has specified at payment.

The license must register - enter registration data into the program. From Main Menu select Registration.

The form will be opened, which you see below. Input your registration data as you see on the screenshot example.
To avoid input errors, it is better to make it copying text fields via a clipboard.
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Attention: If you have a giveaways version then keep in mind the giveaways software has no registration form.
You have to download the last software's version from our site https://antdownloadmanager.com and install it.

Click on Ок button. If registration data was correct you will receive the message of successful registration and
you will see your registration in heading of the program .
Attention: the license email goes within 5-10 minutes after payment.. Rarely later for technical reasons. If you still
haven't received the license email with a registration key, then:
1. it was probably blocked by the Spam filter. Please look for it in the Spam folder.
2. Also some network providers (such as aol.com, att.net, bell.net, bellsouth.net, comcast.net, snetins.net,
bcglobal.net, verizon.net, xplornet.com, etc) reject our auto-generated email responses. Email us.
3. If the user made a mistake when you specify its address when purchasing a license then the license letter will
not be able to find him. Email us. We will try to help you.
Note: If you have lost your license E-mail with the registration key, see FAQ.
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Hoster Status
What is Debrids (Premium Link Generators) and how to start working with it, see Premium Link Generators.
It is often convenient to see the status of the file hosters of Premium Link Generators without going to Premium
Link Generators administration panel in the browser.
To see the status, click on the cloud with the down arrow as shown in the picture below. Mainly you can see here
a particular hoster is currently available or not.
A hoster may not be available due to technical reasons on the side of the hoster itself or due to a problem with
Premium Link Generators itself.

AntDM makes a request to Premium Link Generator to obtain detailed information of the availability of file
hosting services. You need to have a view that the state of hosters is not transmitted in real time and may differ
slightly from the real one.
The status of the hosts is displayed:
• Online (or in service), these hosters are expected to function normally (green color);
• Off line (or "down"/maintenance) in red color ---> you must wait for an "online" state to be able to generate
and download.
(this information was transmitted by the Premium Link Generator service).
Note: some Premium Link Generators do not provide detailed information of the status of hosters. In this case, you
need to go to the administrative panel of the Premium Link Generator s in the browser.
Warning for free accounts of Premium Link Generators supported by AntDM:
After registration, for certain debrids you can use their service for free, usually this service is limited to a few hosts.
Be aware that Premium accounts (free accounts) , do not allow the use of AntDM to generate links.
- You must generate download links from the Premium Link Generator website and after you can use AntDM to
download the file. This is a requirement of Premium Link Generators and not a limitation of AntDM. (we must
respect the API*)
*API = this is a kind of extension for software. An API is used to communicate between the software and the internet
service.
This API or the instruction to create the API in AntDM, was provided to us by each supported service.
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Turn off the PC
The button
sets the computer's shutdown mode after downloading files. This button only works if there are
active downloads, otherwise you will receive a message that there are no active downloads.
In the screenshot below you can see several modes of turning off the computer.
Save options - the window will remember your choice and next time will suggest it by default.
Do not show this dialog again - if you do not plan on to use Turn off the PC , you can disable this window. You
can still turn off the computer after downloading all the files, but you will not see the scheduler selection dialog.
How to show this dialog again see Miscallaneous.

If you have selected Turn Off PC mode, you will see a mode indication - red icons of the Main Window and the
Progress window. Repeated pressing of these buttons cancels the shutdown of the computer after downloading.

Before turning off your computer AntDM shows warning message, AntDM
will display a warning message so that you can refuse the last time.
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Search
AntDM has a built-in end-to-end search for a list of tasks restricted by grouping (Grouping with Categories)

Go to Main Menu\View\Search. Enter the text to search in the dialog box that appears. The Forward button
performs a search down movement, the Back button performs a search up movement.
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Update
AntDM automatically checks for fresh updates at a specified periodicity. If an update is found, you will see a
window with a description of the current changes and a suggestion to update the program to the latest version.
If you agree and click the button Update, the program will automatically update itself, if you refuse and click
Cancel, then some days later you will see this window again. You can also skip this update by clicking the button
Skip this version.
never check for updates - disables automatic update search. How to restore this window see General.

AntDM is updated quite often. Perhaps this annoys some users.
There are two reasons for this. We are in development: new ideas are emerging, new opportunities are added,
new mistakes are made, and old mistakes are corrected.
The second reason does not depend on us. We try to respond quickly to changes in new versions of browsers,
websites, media formats, various services, libraries, etc. Unfortunately they make changes in their work without
consulting us.
Thank you for understanding!
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Download File
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Add New Download
To add a new download or a few new downloads in the manual mode, click the button
of Main WIndow.
In this window, you can add one download or multiple downloads using a single list or multiple downloads in one
batch file.
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Address
This is the main working tab for downloading a single address (link).

URL Address or Torrent file - download link, torrent magnet link or full path to the torrent file on your local disk.
needs authorization - if the site requires authorization, then you can enter it here. Otherwise it can be done in the
window Download Link with AntDM in Additional options.
Login - login
Password - password
Save password for this website - login and password are saved in the program settings and the next time
AntDM will be able to automatically apply them.
Attention: for Premium Link Generators (Debrids). Before each download with a hosting link (links uptobox,
1fichier, uploaded, ...) , please make sure that the file is always available (that the link is still valid), and check the
status of the host.
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List
If you have more than one download address (link), then you can add them all in a list, but so that each new
link starts with a new line. When you click the Ok button you will get a window (Add Several Downloads
simultaneously). It offers to download all the files or select the necessary ones.
Adding links by the list works in the same way as if you captured this group of links through the clipboard, but for
this the setting Watch URL in clipboard of the program settings must be enabled.

You can specify the name of the output file in this list. How to do this, see here.
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If you have not one and not ten addresses (links), but many more (a hundred, a thousand and more), then you
can put all these links into a text file and perform a batch download.

When batch downloading, it is allowed to add the desired output file name after the link itself through the service separator
'||'.
For example:
https://domain.com/images/image1,jpeg
https://domain.com/images/image2,jpeg||Picture #2
https://domain.com/images/image3,jpeg||Picture #3
https://domain.com/images/image4,jpeg||Picture #4
https://domain.com/images/image5,jpeg
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Extra
If your download uses the HTTP(S) protocol and needs additional parameters, specify them here.
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Add Video Download
In the Main Window click on the button
, then window Enter The Address to Analyze Url opens. You can
also open this window via the notification area (system tray) menu by right-clicking on the AntDM icon.
Please note that this form works for the most famous videos of sites (YouTube, Facebook, etc) or direct
links to the manifest file (*.m3u8, *.mpd). For the rest of the video sites, you should use the capture of the
browser video links.
Tip: conveniently, video links Drag & Drop to the Main Window or the Link Parking window. Again, the Enter The
Address to Analyze Url window opens.
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URL - address of the video link. If the URL was copied from the clipboard, then AntDM will automatically parse
the link.
Save To - See Download Link with AntDM.
Select the links you want to download in the list of available formats. The choice is made by setting a green square
in the far left field, as shown in the screenshot.
If you want to download the file immediately, click Download, if you want to download later, click Download later.
In the latter case, you must start the download manually.
Note: in the case of Download Later, do not forget that video services tend to have links with a limited life time.
After this time, the links become unavailable. Most likely when you type such a link, you will receive an HTTP403
or HTTP404 error.
For Youtube links, there are additional options for downloading media files.
Youtube usually returns three types of links: video links video with sound, video links without sound and links to
sound without video.
AntDM allows you to download these links as is or convert audio to MP3 format or to join a video file without
sound with the selected audio track.
For example:

1. only sound
2. only video
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3. subtitles.
Note: subtitles can only be downloaded if the video was translated by a translator and the subtitles were saved
on the youtube server.
Subtitles that are automatically translated in real time cannot be downloaded.
If you want to download only sound then you see a question Do you want to convert audio to MP3 format?. In
most case you should answer Yes. Youtube does not have MP3 sound links.
Sound links have to convert to most popular sound format MP3. If you will answer No then, sure, you know wnat
you are doing.
If you want to join an audio track to the selected video, AntDM will show you the following dialog window with a
list of available audio files. Select the desired audio file and click Yes. If you click No, AntDM will download the
WEBM video file in its original format.
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Download YouTube playlist or channel
There is an additional option to display the YouTube playlist or channel and download all or selected video. A link must have
a specific playlist tag for playlist, for example
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlTUiXJp6aPTo1PapekhJu009PRAK2KQ1, or for user, for example
https://www.youtube.com/user/myvideos, or for channel, for example https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCuxEneTuPW7qKee_3slXEmQ.
Paste the link into the URL field, click on the button Do. Select the files to download (to the left of the video title green
marker) and video quality (combobox below).
If you want to download the file immediately, click Download, if you want to download later, click Download Later. In the
latter case, you must start the download manually.

Add a file sequence number to its name - adds a digit - the file number in the playlist to the beginning of the file name.
Download Content --------------Video - the default is given a list of standard video formats
"MP4 144p"
"MP4 240p"
"MP4 360p"
...
"MP4 4608p"
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Exact match - in general, if you want to download a video MP4 1440p, but youtube did not provide video with this resolution,
AntDM will select the next existing video quality and download it. When the option "Exact match" is set. the video with the
missing quality will be skipped from the download.
Audio - the default is given a list of standard audio formats
"AAC (Original)"
"MP3 (Original)"
"MP3 64 kbit/s - Medium"
"MP3 96 kbit/s - Medium"
"MP3 128 kbit/s - Medium"
"MP3 192 kbit/s - High"
"MP3 320 kbit/s - High"
As a rule, youtube provides audio 128 kbit/s. If AntDM does not find an exact match a given bit rate, the new bit rate is
obtained from 128 kbit/s audio.
Thumbnail - a thumbnail image. Thumbnails are downloaded without format conversion. It may be WebP format (google
image format).
Subtitles - download subtitles if they are found. You can select one of the subtitle languages. You should be remembered
that subtitles are not always available, and if they do, in automatic google translation.
Download Range --------------All - downloading of all selected videos.
Range - the range of downloading selected videos. This feature can be useful if you are trying to download a large list of
videos in several stages.

Where to get the playlist link? - For example here
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Download Link with AntDM
The following dialog box pops up whenever the browser extension captures a new download link or you manually add a new
download.

Hints - at the first opening of this window, there are hints in red boxes. You can learn to AntDM and will do own work with
AntDM more easy.
If you have understood these hints you can permanently remove the entries in red, click on the cross.
URL Address - address, link of the file.
File size - file size if the server returned it.
Date - the time when the file was last modified, if the server returned it.
File Name - the file name. You can rename file here.
Categoy - see Categories.
Save this path for categoy - see Categories.
Save this path for file type - if the checkbox is selected then AntDM will save the folder selection for the type of the given file
(in the specific EXE example) and next time AntDM will offer this folder for saving EXE file.
Note - any user notes.
Filters :
• Do not autodownload this file type - See Type Files.
• Do not autodownload file type from this Web site - See Exceptions to downloads.
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Download by one thread - for some websites, multi-connections to the file are not allowed. You can download the file in one
thread by selecting this menu item.
Download on low speed - example, if your internet connection is weak, you can continue your internet browsing. or watch
TV (reception via internet)
Download with reconnections - in some cases, loading starts at a high speed, but then drops significantly. AntDM can force
to periodically reconnect to the server at the time of data reception. In some cases, this allows you to stimulate the download
speed until the file is fully downloaded.
Download by one thread reconnections - the same, but downloading will be done in a single thread.
If you want to download the file immediately, click Download, if you want to download later, click Download later. In the latter
case, you must start the download manually.

"Download Later" - adds the download to the "Main download queue". You can create any number of queues and use them
as you wish. Launching downloads in the queue occurs manually or using the scheduler. By default, queue support is disabled
and you will not see this button. To enable queue support, see Queues.
Tip: you can avoid rise up this window in your browsers. You should "CTRL"(by default) key at the moment of downloading
file. See Browser Integration.
Note: in the case of Download Later, do not forget that video services tend to have links with a limited life time. After this time,
the links become unavailable. Most likely when you type such a link, you will receive an HTTP403 or HTTP404 error.
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Additional Tabs
Additional tabs Download, Scheduler, Media are less commonly used, but they expand the functionality of the file
download settings. If these parameters are left unchanged, the program uses the default settings from the Program
Settings.
Download - for a single download, you can modify the speed, the number of thread (number of connection to the
file) and fill in the checksum: MD5, SHA. See Downloads.
Authorization - fill these fields if a username and password are required to download. You can save it, activate
the box. Also see Authorization.

Scheduler - allows you to individually schedule downloads without using queues. Learn more detail Scheduler
and Turn off the PC.
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MP3 - you can set the quality of the output MP3 audio file. The selected bitrate of the output audio file can not be
higher than the bitrate of the original file. A list of standard bitrates is offered for selection.
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Download Torrent with AntDM
When you capture a torrent file from a browser, or open a magnetic link, or when you open a torrent file from a local disk,
AntDM extracts information about the download from the metafile and shows the following window.

Here you can select all or some files to download.
Save this path for torrents - this remembers the folder to save torrent files for future downloads and change its destination
in Torrent category.
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Add Several Downloads simultaneously
The window Download All Links with AntDM appears in the following cases:
- the clipboard contains several links, which the program detects and offers them for download;
- you saved links for downloading to a text file and opened it with the help of item Main Menu\File\Load link file;
- you selected in the context menu of the browser Download Selected or Download All (see the example in the
screenshot).

A dialog window opens where you can select the necessary files and mark them with a green marker for
downloading, as shown in the screenshot. If you want to select all files then click on the marker in the list header
on the left side.
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Scan links - the software scans all the links and gets the file type and size, showing the progress of the server
survey.
For example, having the link https://antdownloadmanager.com/download, it is impossible to tell which file is
behind it. It could be html, or it could be zip or exe. After scanning, AntDM can detect that this link hides a file
https://antdownloadmanager.com/downloads/AntDM.1.18.0-setup.exe 35MB. It will be easier for you to select
and mark it for downloading.
If you do not need this analysis, then disable this scan.
Line for a search - narrowing the search for "File Name", "Link" and "Link Text" fields.
Checkboxes are convenient for analyzing links from a web page when you use the context menu of the browser
to select files for downloading. Several variants of these filters cut out groups of files by their types.
There is an additional advanced ability to filter and mark certain types of files for download.
The Filter dialog box allows you to select from the list all files by specified types (extensions) - "Search by file
types" or perform a search of a text string across all columns - "Search for text". In the first case, file types can
be defined by belonging to a certain category of files or in an arbitrary list of extensions separated by commas.
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Progress Window

When you add a new download, the Progress window is automatically launched by the task scheduler. Each
new download is added to the Progress window list. This prevents many progress windows on the screen. If this
window is missing (disabled, closed, or for another reason), it can be opened from Context Menu. While the file
is downloading, the window title shows the progress of the download status. If the audio track is downloaded
separately from the video, the red progress line indicates the status of the audio download.
Always on Top - предотвращает наложение других окон на Прогресс окно.
Shutdown the computer when download(s) complete - see Turn off the PC
pin - this allows you to pin the download progress in the foreground. New downloads will add to the background.
close - this removes the download from the Progress window's download list..
Tab Status
Status - the following task states are predefined:
• Downloading - the file is being downloaded (during download).
• Conversion - converting (merging) media files.
• Waiting - the file is in the waiting list (file in queue).
• Stopped -the download is stopped (all threads, buffers, connections were closed).
• Complete - the download is finished.
• Pause - the download is in pause (all threads, buffers, connections is opened).
• Error - an error occurred while downloading or saving the file to disk.
Folder - the place where the file will be saved.
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Size - download file size, if it is possible to determine it in advance and the number of bytes downoaded..
Speed - this is your current download speed (byte per second).
Estimated - this is the waiting time. This length can lengthen if your internet connection becomes weak, or reduce
if your Internet connection speed increases significantly.
Resume capability (Resume supported)
• Yes - supported by the server. When the download is stopped (connection failure, computer restart), it is
possible to restore the resume of the file from the interrupted place.
• No - the server does not support (does not resolve) the resume. If the download has been interrupted, the next
time it will resume from the beginning of the file.
Do not show this dialog again - If you do not want this window to be displayed, check the box. How to show
Progress window again see Downloads.
Close this dialog after downloading - you can enable the automatic closing of the window when the download
is complete. This will happen 3 seconds after the file is downloaded.
Tips: pay attention after downloading, the file type icon or video file thumbnail acquires propertie Drag&Drop. You
may move downloaded file to your workplace or any folder.
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Speed

The additional tab Speed allows you to quickly set an individual speed for the current download or change the
speed for all downloads at once.
Please keep in mind that reducing the download speed is an increase in the time between sending\receiving the
packages, also note the following points:
• not all sites allow such delays (a site can accept such a delay as breaking the connection), if AntDM starts
to receive numerous errors, it ignores the user's desire to reduce the speed and downloads the file at full
speed;
• to slow down on 50%(Medium) of 25%(Low), you have to calculate the delay time. To do this, downloading
starts at full speed, the delay time is calculated and only then the download speed decreases. If the files
are small, such as streaming video, the delay time does not have time to apply - the file has already been
downloaded. In the case of "Rate limit KB/s" the speed limit takes effect immediately.
Apply to Current - sets the download speed for the current download.
Apply to All - sets the download speed to all downloads.
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Reconnections - if you select this feature, then the download threads will be forced to reconnect to the server
through equal portions of the received data.
In some cases, this option helps speed up the download, for example, if the file download speed drops
significantly towards the end of the download. See more Auto-reconnect when download speed drops
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Change the Startup Order

In the context menu of each download, in the main window and in the download list, you can set a priority of task.
These are priorities for downloading. Usually, when you add downloads to the downloads list and when you click
the button
Start all downloads - the first is always started first, and the last one is finished last.
You can change this start order and choose a download priority for each. (default: Normal)
Example: - On the last download of the list, you put the priority "High" and for another download, a priority "Above".
Result: the last download of the list will start first, and the other download will start in second. Then the usual starting
order, from the first of the list to the last one.
2nd Example: on a first download, a priority "Low" and on a second, you put a priority "Below".
Result: the others downloads in the list will be started first, (the downloads with priority "Low" or "Below" will be
ignored). The first download with a "Low" priority will be downloaded last.
Disable : If you want to wait or not download a download now, you can temporarily disable it. After that you can
download it, you must select a priority. (default: Normal)
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Complete Window
After download file AntDM shows to you Information window with short info about downloaded file.
Tip: You see Drag&Drop icon then may move downloaded file to your workplace or any folder.

Do not show this dialog again - set check box if do not want to see this message again. How reset this check
box see Downloads.
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Properties of a Download
Right click on a download line and select Properties in context menu:

Here you may get some information about file or change download parameters are such link, Method, Cookies,
User-Agent, etc.
The first tab has name of a file category, In our example, the tab has a name "Video" :
You can find any download information. You may change the download parameters are such link, Method, Cookies,
User-Agent, etc.
Button "L"\"E" switch Link and Edit mode of links.
Tip: You have started a download but you notice a problem with the server later. You do not want to restart or abort
data already downloaded. You can stop this download (do not pause) and replace this link with another link to that
same file from a different download address. The file must be exactly the same as the original file.
This is possible when you have several sources (or several servers) or several different hosting links, on the website,
to download the file.
The second "Extra" tab
You can see the default configuration. You can change the download settings: speed, number of fragments
(connection number), priority, GET or POST method.
And make a checksum of the file to check the integrity of the file. When the file is downloaded, click on "calculate"
and compare the cheksum information on the website where you downloaded the file (checksum information must
be present: either MD5 or SHA-1, or SHA-256 or SHA -512)
If the 2 checksums are identical, the integrity of the file is correct (the file is not corrupted).
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Capture Audio and Video
Note: Free version has limitations in video capture and video conversion.
AntDM has the additional option of capturing audio and video streams or files. Currently, support for streaming
media protocols: M3U8, VIMEO-STREAM, MPEG-DASH and many of media services. We do not keep track of
the sites that we support. General algorithms and media protocols allow unifying the support of the vast majority
of sites.
• Audio Button
• Video Button
• Video Box
• Facebook
See Add Video Download.
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Audio Button
Note: Free version has limitations in video capture and video conversion.

The browser extension looks through all the links in the audio stream search. If an audio stream or audio file is
found, the extension shows a characteristic button of red color. Clicking on the Down arrow will bring up a menu
with the choice of the file to download.
Learn more details see Video Button.
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Video Button
Note: Free version has limitations in video capture and video conversion.

Currently, Video Button is supported in Google Chrome browser and its many clones.
The browser extension constantly scans the links passing through it in the search for a media stream or links to a
video file. If a video stream or video file is found, the extension shows a characteristic button of blue color. Clicking
on the white arrow Down will show the menu with the selection of available video (type, format, quality, resolution)
files to download.
When a video or audio stream is detected, the browser extension tries to find the tab and frame for which this
video is intended. If the tab and frame are uniquely defined, then the button is positioned above the video frame
on the right. If the frame cannot be determined, then the button is positioned in the upper right corner of the tab.
But, sometimes it happens that the extension cannot unambiguously determine the browser tab and video frame.
In this case, the video button will not be shown. To capture such a video, you can switch to Video Box mode and
try to re-capture the video file (how to do this see here). Video Box works easier - it does not need a tab and frame
to attach a video to them.
If you don't want to capture video on some site and a video button to be shown, you can close it by selecting Don't
capture media files from this site menu bar. You can then always remove this site from the list of exceptions and
the video button will appear again on this site.
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Video Box
Note: Free version has limitations in video capture and video conversion.

The Video Box window is available in the extensions of Chrome, Firefox and their clones. To use it, you must install
the browser extension and enable video capture. By default, video capture is enabled.
The main controls and their purpose are shown in the screenshot below.
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Settings

• Number of lines - numers of lines that showen in Video Box. This quantity has to be within 2-20. By default is
5.
• Always on top - Video Box will be always on top of other windows.
• Transparency - transparency of Video Box is permissible if so then how much.
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Facebook
Video Button and Video Box does not capture Facebook video links. However, this is one of the following ways.
Method 1 and most common
1. Select Show video URL in context menu of Facebook video;
2. Copy Facebook video link to clipboard;
3. Add this video link to Add Video Download window.

Method 2
1. click on the three dots video menu and select Copy link;
2. add this video link to Add Video Download window.

Method 3, no facebook menu to extract the video link
1. Click on the link Share
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2. Select the item Copy link
3. Add this video link to Add Video Download window.

Method 4
1. Click on the link Share
2. Select the item Embed
3. Copy HTML code Copy Code.
4. Add this HTML code as link to Add Video Download window.
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Method 5
Enable Video Box support.
Try capturing video link in your browser. Video Box is a powerful tool that captures any video links on the fly
from the browser and displays them in its window. If the video has no sound, try refreshing the page again
or close the page and reopen it in another tab. Video Box may not have had time to retrieve the audio track
from the browser and attach it to the video.
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Merge Video Files
Sometimes (very rarely) some sites make videos of several independent files of the same length following one
after the other.
Our software can not get the entire list of files automatically. You must help him Each subsequent video file
comes after the end of the previous one. To determine the duration of each video file is simple - just download
it and you will see its duration. To download all files, you must move the slider consistently every N minutes (for
confidence just over N minutes). As a result, you will receive a list of captured video links. Download them. Select
them. In the context menu, select "Merge Video Files". Make sure all the video files are in the correct order.
If you need to extract only the audio track in MP3 format from the final video, then use the additional setting Extract audio MP3 track.

In some cases, it is convenient to replace the names of downloaded video files with the names of video links,
which may contain the video fragment number in their name.
For it to use option "Replace file names with video link names".
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Shift Audio Track
In some cases, there may be noticeable desynchronization of audio and video streams. This could be due to a variety of
reasons, such as:
• the site owning the video can insert additional AD snippets into the video stream that AntDM knows nothing about;
• used unsynchronization as an element of download protection;
• a synchronization error when AntDM merges hundreds of streaming files;
• other reasons.
To do this, select from context menu Shift Audio Track item, add a negative value of the audio delay if the audio is
lagging behind the video stream or positive value if the audio is ahead of the video stream. Please note that time is set in
milliseconds.

Replace the original file - fixes are entered into the original file. If you are confident in the selected synchronization time,
then you can use this option if you want to experiment, use the following setting so as not to spoil the original file.
Create a new synchronized file in the current folder - a new synchronized file is created with the addition of the suffix
".syns" in the same folder as the original file.
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Queues

Queue is a powerful automation tool for delayed file downloads. This can be useful when it is desirable to start a
routine download of files during cheaper Internet traffic or with freer network downloads, for example at night.
Allow the use of queues - if you want to use download queues, select this checkbox. By default, queue support
is disabled.
New - creates a new queue.
Edit - allows you to change the name of an existing queue.
Delete - deletes the queue. The downloads that were associated with the queue lose this bind.
When you click the "Download Later" button, the program will stop the download and place it in the "Main
download queue". You can start all tasks in the queue manually or schedule the download time. For
convenience, you can create several queues, for example, one for night downloading, another for periodic, a third
for manual, and a fourth only for video files, etc.
Note: do not forget that some links have a limited lifetime. After some time, they become outdated and do not
give the opportunity to download the file or require user participation to update the link and continue downloading.
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Scheduler

You can schedule to download queue files once, periodically, cyclically, with a stop in time, with repeated downloads
when an error is received, and turning off the computer after downloading.
Start in • Once - the download starts once at a specified time. After the scheduler is triggered,Start in sign turns off.
• Daily - the download starts at specified days and time.
• Every - the download starts periodically at a time interval after the end of the previous file downloads.
Stop in - stop the download at a specified time.
If an error occured, then repeat the download every - when a file download error is received, the download is
repeated periodically at a specified number of times.
Shutdown PC after completion of all download tasks - automatically shutsdown PC via 30 seconds after
completion of all the downloads.
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Downloads

In the "Downloads" tab is an additional window for viewing tasks in the queue. It allows you to manage all
downloads in the queue or at the request of a separately selected one.
Quantity download files at the same time - specifies the maximum number of simultaneous downloads. This parameter
ranges from 1 to Maximum active downloads. So that files from another queue or files outside the queue can be
downloaded, it makes sense to set this value less than "Maximum active downloads". This will make file downloads more
uniform. Another example of using this parameter equal to 1 is when you download files from a site that does not allow
downloading more than 1 file at the same time.
Up and Down buttons to help you change the download order in the queue.
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Program Settings (Config)
When you click on the button
, Program Settings window opens.
On the left, the tree of menu items is divided into the types of settings parameters. On the right are the settings.
Changes to the settings take effect only after you click the OK or Apply buttons.
Default - allows you to reset all the basic settings of the software. This feature is useful if you are confused about
the settings and want to roll back the software to the initial settings without deleting and reinstalling it.
Important note: you can completely restore all the original settings only by completely deleting AntDM by
executing the uninstall program "C: \ Program Files (x86) \ Ant Download Manager \ unins000.exe" and then
installing it again.
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General
Here are the basic settings for integration into the system.

Launch automatically at Windows starts - AntDM opens automatically with your Windows session.
Start minimized - at start, AntDM does not show its main window on the desktop, but puts its icon in the tray.
Minimize to tray - when you click on the button "Minimized" of the main window, AntDM hides itself from the desktop
and places its icon in the tray.
Close button minimizes window to tray - when you click on the button "Close" of the main window, AntDM hides
itself from the desktop and places its icon in the tray.
Always show tray icon - After opening, the AntDM icon is permanently displayed in the notification area.
Watch URL in clipboard - AntDM will continuously monitors the system clipboard. If the program finds a download
link, it will open Download link with AntDM. If the program finds a few download links, it will open Downloads link
with AntDM. If the user thinks that frequent showings of Download link with AntDM window are annoying, he may
turn off this option. If the frequent pop-ups showings Download link with AntDM seem annoying to the user, then
he can disable this option.
Sensitivity (Low, High) - when selected the low sensitivity of the capture of links will be activated only
on the links that name clearly indicates that the file is intended for downloading (eg: https://domain.com/
request/file.exe). At high sensitivity will be captured even any reference, for example https://google.com/
assuming that file will be obtained after the redirection link.
Check for updates - AntDM automatically checks for updates at a specified periodicity.. See Update.
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Browser Integration
Enable Browser Integration - quick disabling (not deleting!) integration in all browsers at once. How to remove
integration see here.

Suppress blank tab after the capture file to download - sometimes the browser initiates a file download in a
new tab. After capturing the file for download, the browser extension tries to find such a tab and close it.
Forbid return of download to the browser - if checkbox is not checked, then if the user refused to download
the file (pressing the "Cancel" button) or if the user did not decide to download the file within 25-30 seconds, the
download will be returned to Chrome browser. Chrome browser will continue to download the file.
The picture shows how AntDM extension stopped downloading in the browser and switched its to Paused state.

Proactive download link capture - a browser extension can capture a download link in-flight, roughly and
quickly when the browser detects it, or softly in response to the captureed download link from the browser. In
the first case, some errors are inevitable, because only the browser knows for sure that the file is intended for
download and is not a display element on the site. In the second case, the link comes with some delay, but with
full confidence that the file should be downloaded.
This mode affects the work of extensions for all chrome clones with the exception of the Vivaldi browser. The
Firefox clone addon and the Vivaldi browser extension already work in this mode, regardless of whether the
checkbox is checked or not.
The following key(s) to prevent downloading for any links - you can use keyboard shortcuts to automatically
not open the window Download Link with AntDM if you click on the browser link. By holding down the key, clicking
on the link you will no longer see the AntDM window.
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Add clones... - If you are using the Chrome clone (Opera, Vivaldi, Comodo Dragon, etc.), then its executable EXE
module must be registered in Add Chrome clones list. If you have a file grab in the browser, works an extension
context menu, but video capture does not work, then check this list. Perhaps you should add the EXE file of your
browser there. Too many clones, we do not always have time to update this list.
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Add Chrome Clones

If the executed Chrome clone module (EXE) is not registered in this list, media files (audio and video) will not be
captured. You should add the name of this file to the list yourself.
How to do it: on your desktop, right-click on the icon of your web browser and open the properties :
• in the tab "Shortcut".
• next to "Target:": you can find the address and name of the executable file.
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Connection

Rarely, but it happens that the HTTP or FTP server is loaded and can not respond quickly, AntDM can return an
error - a timeout.
The timeout values indicate how long the response program from the server will be waiting for when it connects to it.
As a rule, reloading a file solves this problem without changing the timeout parameters.
Number of repeat if error - some types of AntDM errors can be solved by performing the operation again. Here
you can select the number of attempts at the occurrence of such an error.
Use FTP in PASV mode - the main difference between the active FTP mode and the passive FTP mode is the side
that opens the data connection. In the active mode, the client must accept the connection from the FTP server. In
passive mode, the client always initiates the connection.
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Downloads

Show start download dialog - displays Download Link with AntDM window.
Show download progress window - after clicking "Download" (now), the window with the file download
progress is opened, unchecked, it does not open. See Progress Window.
Automatically close the progress window after downloading (sec) - if you want the Progress window to
close immediately after downloading the file (delay 0) or not immediately, but after a few seconds, then select this
checkbox.
Show download complete dialog - at the end of a download for a single file or for each file, an information
window opens indicating that the file is downloaded. See Complete Window.
Start downloading immediately while displaying "Download" dialog - when the "Add a download" window
appears, the file download starts immediately. You can see a preview of the progress on the top of the window
and a percentage.
Note: there are exceptions, when downloading does not start together with download dialog window, for example
downloads with protocols MPEG-DASH, M3U8, VIMEO-STREAM, etc.
Prevent hibernation when downloading files - during downloads, the computer does not shut down. (screen
saver is not displayed)
Sets the web server datetime for the downloaded file - the date of the downloaded file is identical between
the server and your hard disk. Disabled is the date of the download of the file that is inserted (day of download).
Check for duplicate downloads - when adding a new download, AntDM checks the list of downloads. If a
similar download already exists, AntDM will show a warning message and offers you to create a new download,
resume the old one or cancel the new download.
Delete task after download - if the file is downloaded successfully, the task automatically will be deleted after
download. The downloaded file is not deleted.
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Quit after downloading the file (not recommended) - AntDM closes at the end of the download.
Animation of video download - for streaming video, AntDM can show a video frame from each video file
fragment.
Automatically start downloads when AntDM starts - when AntDM starts, all incomplete tasks begin to be
downloaded.
Auto-reconnect when download speed drops - sometimes it happens that the download of the file starts at
a high speed, but at the end of the download it drops a lot. Or one, two streams operate at a significantly whiter
speed than the rest. Typically, this problem is resolved by reconnecting worker threads to the server. AntDM can
automatically detect a decrease in download speed of streams and periodically do reconnection to the server.
You should use this feature with caution, as there are hosts that do not like multiple reconnections and stop such
a download.
This feature does not apply to download a stream video.
Show direct urls instead of the sharing ones - sharing links are links that are present in the public domain
on a website that you share with the Internet. Direct links (also known as a re-direct Link, a jump link or indirect
link) to files are often different from the sharing ones. They are much longer, the web server prepares them
specifically and they often have limited lifetime and limited access. In general, the user needs the sharing links
to exchange links, which he can share with other people. If you still want to see direct links in the file download
window, progress window, etc., then choose this checkbox.
Show download started message in System Tray (Noification Area) - managing notifications in the System
Tray (Notification Area for Windows10)
Show download complete message in System Tray (Noification Area) - managing notifications in the System
Tray (Notification Area for Windows10)
Automatically close System Tray pop-up after (sec) - managing notifications in the System Tray (Notification
Area for Windows10)
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Extra

Currently, users, as a rule, have sufficient Internet connection speed for parallel downloading of multiple files
in multi-threaded mode and navigate in a browser and watch Internet video at the same time. But, sometimes,
under certain conditions, slow VPNs, the use of ADSL modems, etc. / Internet connection speed can drop
significantly. Simultaneous downloading of multiple files in multithreaded mode becomes impossible. The
competing installation of many connections causes large delays and numerous errors. For such cases, use the
slow Internet mode with lightweight download options.
What is the speed of your Internet connection?
• Detect automatically - the software itself, on the basis of the current download speed and received errors,
tries to determine the connection speed and set the most suitable download parameters.
• Fast - download parameters are fully consistent with the user set below.
• Slow - user download options are ignored. The program forcibly sets the parameters that will minimize the
network load and facilitate the download of the file.
Maximum active downloads - it is the number of files that is downloaded simultaneously.
Number threads per download - the number of simultaneously running threads that independently downloads
the pieces of the file. With a certain number of these streams, the apparent increase in the download speed
begins to decrease, while the computing load on the computer increases. In other words, there is a threshold
after which the speed increase is invisible, but a strong processor load is noticeable. The recommended number
is 8-12, but with a significant increase in this number it is recommended to reduce the number of simultaneously
active downloads "Maximum active downloads".
Download buffer size - this is a temporary memory area where the pieces of the downloaded file are written
before saving them to disk.
Note: As a rule, a small increase in the size of the buffer does not affect the download speed, and a large
increase can slightly reduce the speed (if the drive where the file is stored is slow), software have to periodically
save the buffer to the file when it is full.
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Download Speed per Thread - if necessary, you can limit the speed of file upload. For example, you are viewing
the youtube channel and you have several large downloads running at the same time, which slow down the
video image of youtube. It makes sense to either slow down the download speed of files or reduce the number of
simultaneously uploaded files.
If destination file already exist on the disk:
For Ordinary Downloads - ordinary downloads are all single downloads added with help dialog: Download
Link with AntDM, Add New Download\Address, Add Video Download.
For Downloads List - these are downloads coming in AntDM with downloads list: Add New Download\List,
Add New Download\File, Add Several Downloads simultaneously, Load Link File.
• Overwrite - the old file will be deleted, the new one will be written with the same name.
• Rename - AntDM determines that a file with the same name already exists and creates a new one by adding
a copy number at the end of the name.
• Ask - when finding the file of the same name, AntDM will ask a question: rewrite or rename.
• Ignore - if such a file exists, then AntDM will cancel the download (the file does not download).
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File Types
These are the basic settings for automatically capturing and downloading files in Internet browsers.
Also you can make and save some changes to the settings right from the window - suggestions to download the
file Download Link with AntDM.

Automatically start downloading the following file types (Speaking of the type of file, we mean its extension parts of the file name behind the last dot)
When you want to download a file in an Internet browser and click the link, Download Link with AntDM window
should automatically pop up with the suggestion to download the file.
If the window does not appear, it is likely that the file type is not listed in the type list for automatic download. Add
it to this list. Conversely, if you do not want to download files of a certain type, remove them from this list.

Tip: If you want to use this software ONLY for the purpose of capturing and downloading audio and video from websites, clear
this field. This will allow you to capture video, but will disable capturing and downloading other files (EXE,ISO,ZIP,DOC,etc) from
websites.AntDM не будет вам надоедать сообщениями о захвате и закачке других файлов (EXE, ZIP, DOC, PDF и тп).

Note: in some cases, automatic downloading may not occur due to a new MIME file type that is not yet registered
in the program. Send us such a file for the test (see Contact Us).

Do not automatically download from the following sites - if you do not want to download files from certain sites,
add the masks of such sites to the list of exceptions. Suggestions for downloading files will stop appearing.
No more than one connection for downloading - some sites have protection from downloading files by external
downloaders. See Sites with a Single Connection.
Don't start downloading automatically from the following addresses - see more Sites-exceptions.
Attention: It happens that the user automatically adds the site to the exceptions from the download form by own
mistake. After that, unexpectedly, downloading files stops from this site. You should remove this site from the list
of exceptions. (See Sites-exceptions).
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Sites with a Single Connection
Some websites (file hostings) have protection from downloading with help of the external downloaders. They only
allow one connection to the server to download the file.
You can add a URL to the mask of such a site if you know for sure its address or send a file link to us for a test
(Contact Us).
If you click Default, the default settings are reset.
Note: We recognize that the way to add masks is not friendly and easy to set up. It requires knowledge of the
full file link and the understanding for writing the mask. In turn, file hostings sometimes change these links.
Unfortunately, another way to automate such downloads has not yet been found.
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Sites-exceptions
When the browser extension encounters a download link it initiates the AntDM call window capture link Download
Link with AntDM. In some cases, unwanted links are captured (mistakenly, or you are not interested in this type
of file, or are not interested in downloading from certain sites). After three refusals to download the same file, you
will receive a window with the proposal to add this file to the exceptions. You can independently adjust the mask
of refusal to download.

If you agree and click Ok, next time the files that satisfy this mask will not be offered for download.
To remove a file from an exception, go to Program Settings, File Types tab. Find the link and remove it from the
list or click the Reset button, the list will return to its original state.
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Categories

All files are grouped by predefined categories:
• Documents: DOC,DOCX,DOT,DOTX,PDF,PPT,XLS,XLA,XLL,XLC,XLM,XLT,XLW,DJVU,MPP,HLP,...
• Compressed: ZIP,RAR,ARJ,Z,GZ,TGZ,LZH,GZIP,TAR,XZ,BZ2,7Z,LHA,LZ,ACE,SEA,SEA,SITX,APK,XPI,CRX,RPM,...
• Programs: EXE,BIN,ISO,MSI,SYS,DLL,CAB,MSU,DEB,DMG,...
• Images: TIF,TIFF,JPG,JPEG,PNG,ICO,GIF,TTF,GFA,PIC,MSP,BMP,PCX,PSD,...
• Music: MP3,OGG,OGA,AAC,M4A,WMA,WMV,WAV,RA,RAM,AC3,FLAC,MID,...
• Video:
AVI,MPEG,MP4,FLV,IFLV,MPG,QT,MOV,WEBM,MKV,ASF,MPE,ASX,F4V,3GP,3GPP,WEBM,RMVB,M4V,M4S,M2TS,M1V
• Web:
HTML,HTM,CSS,JS,JSP,JSON,XML,PHP,ASP,ASPX,CER,CFM,CSR,EML,JNLP,SHTML,MHT,MHTM,MHTML,SWF,URL,,W
• Other (Miscellaneous): files not included in the above categories.
If necessary, the user can create own user categories, assign them file types and folders to save.

General Path To Downloads Folder can be either the current user profile folder (Default Folder) or another randomly
selected folder.
If you do not select All downloads to one folder, then all downloaded files will be placed in folders according to their
categories.
Folder for Temporary Files
Temporary files are intermediate video downloading and video converting files. Especially a lot of temporary files creates a
streaming video download when one movie is divided into many small files that make up a single video stream. Such files
can be hundreds and thousands.
By default, temporary files are saved in the folder where the final file will be saved. You can, at your discretion, change the
folder for temporary files.
The Add button will open the window for creating a custom category.
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Enable - includes or excludes a category from the analysis of the newly got link.
Category name - the name that the user sees in the categories tree of the main screen.
Folder to save files - files placed under this category will be placed here.
Automatically put in this category the following file types - comma separated list of file extensions or '*', which means
apply to all file types.
Default - for the categories predefined (Documents, Compressed, Programs, ...) by the program, it is possible to restore the
list of file types, as the program initially suggests.
Automatically put in this category the files from the following sites only - assign this category to a file if the file was
downloaded from specific site (s). The list of sites is separated by a comma.
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File Types
Each file type has its own extension (part of the file name after the last point). Speaking of the type of file, we
mean its extension.
If you want to create another folder for a certain type of file(s), you can define it here.

This file type will be automatically downloaded to this folder. You can always change this order in Download Link
with AntDM window.
Click on Add button, File Type window opens, add the file extension as shown in the picture and select the folder
to save the downloads. Click on Ok
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Proxy\Socks

By default, AntDM automatically sets own preferred network settings.
If you want to configure a Proxy or Socks, you can configure it.
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Scheduler
You can schedule the download of the file (s) once, periodically, cyclically, with a stop in time, with repeated downloads upon
receipt of an error and shutdown of the computer after downloading.
Also you can schedule a download directly from Download Link with AntDM window in Additional options or in Context Menu
in the download list.

Start in • Once - the download starts once at a specified time.
• Daily - the download starts at specified days and time.
• Every - the download starts periodically at a time interval after the end of the previous file downloads.
If the file exists, then create with a new name - in some cases you want to download many different files with a
single link in a single task. These files will be numbered. For example, it could be a streaming live video of each frame
changing over a short period of time.
Stop in - stop the download at a specified time.
If an error occured, then repeat the download every - when a file download error is received, the download is repeated
periodically at a specified number of times.
Shutdown PC after completion of all download tasks - automatically shutsdown PC via 30 seconds after completion of all
the downloads.
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Automation

Anti-virus scan of the downloaded file - if you know the parameters of the command line of your antivirus, you
can specify them here. After a successful download of the file, AntDM will automatically call the antivirus program to
check the file. The process can be made more flexible by setting up a list of file extensions that you want to check.
Note: All modern antiviral software have the real-time protection feature that checks all read\write operations with
files on your computer, and it includes all files downloaded in AntDM. Thus, you need to add antiviral software
scanner to AntDM settings only when real-time protection is disabled in antiviral software settings.
Note: Instead of launching anti-virus software, you can run any program or script, for example to log
downloading, etc. Use at your discretion.
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Authorization

Some website requires a username and password for download from their website (for example Apache
Authorization).
You can set it up here or directly from Add New Download window or from Download Link with AntDM window in
Additional options( checkbox Save password for this website).
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Sounds

Enable Sounds - if activated, a sound is played when : (Disabled, there is no sound.)
• a download is added;
• a download is finished;
• a download had a failure or an error;
• when all downloads are complete.
You can disable all sounds or only selecten sound. It is also possible to assign own sounds to these events.
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Appearance
Here you can customize the display in AntDM.

Font - You can increase or decrease the size of the font from 7 up to 13px. Range is -2..4 (Default: 0).
Warning: Depending on the size of the selected font, and depending on the language and the length of the text,
you may get cut texts in the AntDM windows.
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Color Themes
For users who have an aesthetic prejudice against the standard color solution, the choice of several color themes
is added: AntDM standard theme, Windows normal theme, green, black, light gray.
Selecting a theme instantly changes the appearance of the interface. In the future, several more new color
themes will be added.
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Video Capture
Video capture settings can help change the behavior of the video link view windows and filter the capture of unwanted audio
and video files.

Transparency - transparency of Video Box is permissible if so then how much. See more Video Box settings.
Enable subtitles capture - enable\disable capturing subtitles in Video Box mode.
Note: in view of the fact that there is no single rule of showing subtitle by sites there are difficulties of identifying subtitles,
identifying the belonging to their specific video and language accessories.Currently, it is possible to capture subtitles with
acceptable accuracy in Video Box mode.
Show video button even if video cannot be downloaded - by default for media links that are captured and processed,
but for some reason (an unsupported protocol feature is forbidden to be shown by the copyright holder’s request, etc.) Video
Button cannot be downloaded.
Show expanded selection of media streams - some video hosting services provide additional information on the selection
of different audio and video streams (e.g. youtube.com). These streams are available for download in the submenu "Other".
If subtitles are found, then offer them for download - if AntDM finds subtitles, it'll show them on the submenu "Subtitles".
After downloading, get media information about downloaded file - after downloading the video, AntDM receives
reference information about the media file, as shown in the picture below.

Remove embedded ads in streaming video, if possible - sometimes to increase monetization, the owners of video sites
integrate advertising inserts into they videos that irritate viewers when they watch them. The M3U8 streaming protocol does
not have standard indications for the start and end of advertisements. But in some cases it is possible to identify these
advertising inserts by indirect signs. AntDM can find such ads and remove them from the final video.
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Minimum the audio\video file size to capture - can help to cut off the capture of unwanted advertising audio\video links. A
video player often launches one, two or more video clips with a short, and sometimes long advertisement before of the main
video. Their sizes are usually within 2-3 MBytes. You can increase the proposed size by default to this limit or more, thereby
you will remove unnecessary advertising from the captured links. Please pay attention, the file size is specified in kilobytes.
If the user chooses to load the video with extracting an audio track and converting it to an MP3 format, by default, reference
information will be added to the output MP3 file ID3v2. This can be the name of the file or the melody, the author's name, the
cover, depending on what it was possible to extract from the description of the video.
• Add ID3v2 info to MP3 file - If additional textual information of the video is found, then it is added.
• Add a cover image to MP3 file - if a cover is found, then it is added.
Sites excluded from video capture - if you do not want the software to capture media links from some sites, then you can
add these sites to the exclusion list. After that, Video Button and Video Box should not appear on these sites.
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Video Button

Disable Video Button for full screen video - in the full screen video mode of your web browser, you can disable the display
of Video Button so that it does not distract from watching the movie.
Unpin Video Button from browser Tab - Video Button better synchronized with browser Tab if checkbox is unckecked. If the
image of the video button is defect (shake, blink), ckeck the checkbox.
Transparency - Activate or deactivate the transparency of Video Button
And choose the degree of visibility or transparency, 0 to 100%.
If you are using Windows 7, then due to some of WInwows 7 features, you must select "Unpin Video Button from browser
Tab" as it shows on the picture.
The appearance Video button - for your convenience, you can choose to display Video Button: standard, medium and mini
size.
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Conversion

AntDM allows you to select an internal or external media converter. Internal media converter uses a proprietary algorithm
to convert using FFmpeg library, and an external converter fully relies FFmpeg.exe process for converting audio and video
files.
Sometimes, the converter can not correctly process the video steam (going conversion error, non-synchronous audio and
video series and etc.) In these cases, you can try to manually switch the method of conversion and download the video
again.
Another common case when connecting an external video converter is useful is the multiple and simultaneous download
of videos and especially audios with conversion to MP3. Conversion operations are resource-intensive. They significantly
load the computer's CPU and take the time allocated to other program streams. It can cause freezing. of the interface. If you
switch the conversion method and let FFmpeg.exe process the audio or video yourself, you will free AntDM resources from
the heavy routine work.
Another way to unload AntDM when converting MP3 audio. To unload CPU uses small timeouts between microcycles

converting operations.\n\nIf you want to speed up the conversion of the video file, then reduce this timeout (0timeout disabled). If you want to use your PC at the same time for other tasks, then increase this timeout.
Timeout between conversion cycles (ms) - set timeout value. A preferred value is about 20-40 ms.
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Messages
As a rule, frequent warnings of the program, such as the removal download or downloaded files, annoy many users. There is
an option to disable many messages. Set the checkbox "Do not show this dialog again" when you see this warning. So you
can disable these messages in the software settings in the tab "Messages" or vice versa - to enable them.

Message: "Shutdown the computer when download(s) complete" - see Turn off the PC.
Message: "You canceled downloading file file.exe 3 times(s)." - When dialog window Download Link with
AntDM offers to download a file and you cancel the download of the same file several times, you are prompted to
add the file's mask to exceptions. You can cancel the appearance of this prompt.
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Miscellaneous

Keep history -:
• Keep history within (7-360 days) - tasks with the creation date of more than this period will be
automatically deleted.
• Max number os records ( 300-3000) - if the number of tasks of History will be exceeded this value, new
tasks coming into history will displace the older ones.
Note: downloading tasks from the History takes a considerable time, so there are restrictions on the number
of stored History tasks.
Allow collecting information AntDM to improve the quality of the product - in some cases, product
developers want to know the specifics of their software in a particular situation, with a particular link and the like.
The software collects information only about its work and in no way about the user's personal data or information
about the user's PC. You can disable this feature.
Icon Animation - users who are annoyed by the blinking ant can turn off the animation.
Link Parking window always on top - Forcibly forces Link Parking window to be on top of other windows, even
over other windows having "Always On Top" property.
Automatic conversion of WebP images to JPEG - Google's WebP images format has become widespread
in the web development environment. It combines two advantages: a slightly smaller final file size compared to
JPEG and the ability to use transparent areas, like PNG. Not all image viewers support WebP images.
This option automatically converts WebP files to the most commonly used JPEG format. Transparent areas will
be lost.
Center pop-ups - Download link with AntDM, Download All Links with AntDM, Progress window and some
others will remember their last location on the screen and show up next time in the place where they were
previously closed. This setting cancels this behavior. These pop-ups will always be centered on the screen.
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Debrids (Premium Link Generators)
What is Debrids (Premium Link Generators) and how to start working with it, see Premium Link Generators.
Each service of Premium Link Generators, supports a some number of file hosters. The advantage of such a service
is the aggregating of a large number of hosters and avoids the purchase of a subscription for each hoster.
Add the account to your Premium Link Generators.

You must check the box to activate the Premium Link Generator service in AntDM.
1. Hide\show password.
2. The date of subscription completion.
3. Following the extension or re-subscription is necessary to update the status of your credential in AntDM. Click
the "Update" button.
4. Change the user name and password.

Note: the free accounts can not be registered in AntDM.
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Torrents
What is Torrents and how to start working with it, see Torrents.
To be able to download torrents, you must enable BitTorrent peer-to-peer protocol support when you are installing the
software.

Download torrents enable - enables\disables BitTorrent protocol support.
Expand torrent list when downloading - when AntDM starts download it expands the torrent list and shows the progress
for each torrent file. If there are too many files (hundreds) in the torrent list, this may slow down AntDM a bit. You can disable
this feature to expant the torrent's download list AntDM itself.
BitTorrent settings - specific settings for the BitTorrent peer-to-peer protocol.
Associate *.torrent files with AntDM - if you associate torrent files with AntDM software, Windows associates all torrent
files with AntDM, assigns AntDM icon to torrent files, runs AntDM by default to download torrent files, etc.
Check association on startup - some other softwares may also associate themselves with torrent files. They replace
AntDM association with their own. After that Windows will not associate torrent files with AntDM and will not run AntDM by
default to download torrent files. AntDM can check the current association at its start and suggest restoring it.
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FAQ
I bought a license. How can I activate it?
• See Register license.
I can register a license. The program reports an error.
• one of the known errors: it is not possible to register the program if the user login with a temporary use profile.
In this case, Windows does not support some crypto API functions.
Sometimes Windows may not read your correct user profile properly, instead it will load with temporary profile
which will look like a new user profile. If you are not aware that it is a temporary profile on your Windows
laptop or desktop computer, then you will be surprised to see the brand new desktop without your files, folders,
program shortcut icons and any personalized settings.
• Contact Us
I bought a license. I changed computer or reinstalled Windows. I lost my license.
• you can retrieve it by filling this form, at this address. You will receive an e-mail at the e-mail address entered at
the time of purchase; (if you do not receive the mail, check the SPAM file or unwanted folder)
• Contact Us
I bought a license. I already installed AntDM on a computer. I bought a second computer. Can I install and
use AntDM on this new computer?
• yes, the license allows you to install and use AntDM on as many computers as you want but you should not use
AntDM simultaneously or at the same time. The license is for one user only.
I programmed, scheduled a download and the download failed.
• with Premium Link Generators (Debrids). the status of the host has changed at the time of the download (down
or offline) or the host has removed the availability of the file;
• loss of your connection;
• the download address has been changed or the file has become unavailable (or website is inaccessible);
• a new version has replaced your file;
My Anti-Virus detects malware, blocks software from running and triggers a virus alert for AntDM. Do you
distribute malware?
There are numerous comments of our users who write about the blocking of our software by their Anti-Viruses.
They often think that we are distributing malware.These alarm messages of Anti-Virus programs is called False
Positives.
The 90s passed, at that time users were infected their PC with getting the software. Currently, if we distribute the
malware, Google will quickly block our site and guys in uniform will come to our home!Now one of the main ways
to infect your computer is to install the exploit on the hacked sites that you visit daily. This happens imperceptibly
and anonymously.
We do not have the ability to install several dozens of anti-virus software to test our software. Instead, we are
testing a release build on a popular resource virustotal.com designed for such purposes. If the tests pass without
false positives or with a minimum number, then a new version of AntDM is released.
Thank you for understanding!
The integration was done correctly but I still do not see the video box or the video button.
• first try restarting the browser, and even better, restarting your PC. It will reset it to the initial state of the operating
system, browser, AntDM program and the browser extension.
• you did the integration when your internet browser was open, restart your internet browser.
• check to see if you have an extension disabled. The AntDM extension icon in the browser toolbar, the button
is OFF or video OFF, turn ON.
• if you have a problem with capturing video in Chrome or Firefox browser, then check whether the video capture
window is hidden the AntDM button
. See. Main Window.
• try to reopen this website on the new tab.
• if you used to use video capture on this site, and now it does not work, then probably thes site has changed
something in the algorithm of its work. Send this link to us for the test.
• perhaps this website or media protocol is not supported. Send this link to us for the test.
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I wanted to download a file and this error message appears HTTP403(404,410). What does it mean?
• 403 file access denied. One of the possible reasons is the outdated link and it needs to be updated, to receive
(generate) again.
• 404 URL адрес файла неправильный. The server did not find the file at this address. The link is probably
outdated and needs to be retrieved (generated) again.
• 410 доступ к этому файлу больше не доступен. Most likely the link is outdated and needs to be retrieved
(generated) again.
I got download error INETxx, HTTPxxx, WINxx. What does it mean?
• see INET errors
• see HTTP errors
• see WIN errors
I try to download EXE, ZIP, DOC, PDF, AVI,.... file but get HTML file. Why?
• file has new MIME that is not registered in AntDM. Send this link to us for test.
• the file hosting has protection from external downloaders. Send this link to us for test. Also see here.
• problems with debrid service. See here.
I pay my Internet provider for Internet bandwidth, eg 100 Mbit /s. I see the value of 5MB in your progress
window. Why so?
At the beginning you should convert 5MB to units of measurement Mbps is 40Mbps. So, the download speed
of 40 Mbit/s is the speed at which the file travels through the Internet network through many providers, servers,
routers and other communication equipment. Each element in this journey may have its own bandwidth, which
is shared along with other traveling files and which may eventually be lower than the bandwidth your provider
declares. In other words, the speed at which your file is delivered is equal to the throughput rate of the weakest
element in this chain.
In addition, the overhead costs of signaling protocols should be subtracted from the stated bandwidth of the
provider, and the costs of possible other home consumers (for example, Internet TV, WiFi consumers, etc ) should
be added to your 40 Mbit/s.
And, Attention! Do not forget about your HDD where the file is written. It can greatly slow down the download.
Perhaps it is very crowded, defragmented, and at the same time other competing devices address it. All this greatly
reduces the final download speed of the file.
Tip: if you have high-speed Internet, if possible, use SSD drives, this will greatly speed up the final download
speed.
I want my Anti-virus to check the downloaded files. Is it possible?
All modern Ant-iviruses check the Internet channel through which files are delivered to your computer and disk
at the time when the files are saved. Do you want to test downloaded file again? Ok then see Anti-virus scan of
the downloaded file
I downloaded the video, but the picture is gray, black, floating, etc. Why?

Most likely, the video service has protection from video downloading by external programs. The video stream is
encrypted.
We use standard streaming algorithms for downloading videos. It does not provide for encryption of video content.
Unpleasantly blinking Video Button Window.
Try to enable Chrome Unpin Video Button from Chrome Tab.
Some time ago, the software could have captured video from site.com, but now it doesn't. Why?
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• In some cases, the browser caches the video file. The next time it is played back, the browser reads the file
from the cache and plays it back.
AntDM intercepts a link from the Internet, not from the internal browser cache. Try to clear the browser cache.
• The site video owner may have changed the video playback method, video protocol, etc.
Too intrusive.
It is possible to take some steps that will reduce the "intrusiveness" of the softwate.
• Disable video\audio capture. Turn ON it only when you want to capture a video or an audio file.
• Disable the extension. It will not bother you and take up browser resources.Turn ON if will be necessary.

• You can turn off the video capture notification for Video Box and show it only if you want to download the video
(audio).
•

• If you only want to capture video then clear field "Automatically start downloading the following file types" and
your browser will download other files by itself.
• If you only want to capture only certain types of files then list them in field "Automatically start downloading the
following file types".
These recommendations will significantly reduce annoying software notifications.
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Debrid
I have generated premium links with Generators Premium Links (Debrids) supported by AntDM. But later
(at another time of the day, after several hours of opening of AntDM), I could no longer generate links from
AntDM.
Response:
1. Verify that your Internet connection is still active, or that your VPN is still operational and that it is not interrupted
the Internet connection (check by opening your Internet browser and go to a website)
2. check that the link of the host is still valid (file always available): to find out, in the internet browser, click on the link.
3. make sure the status of the host, that it is always "online" (usually with a green color);
- If the host is "online" and the file is still available from the host, try to generate the link again but this time from
the website and in your user space of the Debrid:
1. If the link is generated from the website and downloading normally starts with AntDM or from your internet
browser:
Close AntDM completely (the icon no longer appears next to the time in the notification area) and open AntDM
again, try again.
or
2. the link is not generated or created from the website or after the link is created, the download does not start,
please contact the Premium Link Generators (Debrids) service.
After activating my VPN, or the country change of the VPN, I can not generate premium links with the Debrid
service supported by AntDM.
Response:
1. the service does not allow the use of a VPN.
2. the service has geographical protection. Your VPN is active:
Either it sends you an email with a code and you must identify yourself on the website of the service with this code.
Either it sends you an email, you must click on a link; (check the SPAM folder)
Either to confirm that it is you, simply log in to your user account.
From the website Premium Link Generators supported or not supported by AntDM, in your user space,
you create download links. You have regularly or every time problems to download. (this may depend on
the host)
Response:
1. In the parameters, choose Method 2 ;
(this parameter is automatically selected to generate and download links, directly in AntDM with supported Debrids
ie without going to the user account and generating links from the website)
2. If the problem persists, decrease the number of connections per file to 8 threads, this type of service recommends
this parameter.
Some hoster limits the number of connections and when there are too many, this causes the download to stop
and error message.
From the website of a Debrid supported, I created my user account. I can not in AntDM, register my account
or generate links.
Response:
1. It is a free account with a limited number of host. The service does not allow the use of AntDM.
You must purchase a subscription.
I can not register my account RapidPremium (premium.rpnet.biz).
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Your account must be registered with your username and for the password, you must put the API Key /
Password.
(this is not the password of your user account)
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Browser Integration

This icon and its active appearance in the toolbar of Chrome, Firefox browsers
and their clones are a sign that the AntDM extension is installed correctly.
To resolve browser integration problems due next steps:
1. If you just installed AntDM, it's possible your internet browser was opened during installation. Restart a browser.
2. Read again Ant Download manager - Addons. We keep this page is up to date. It may be that your extension
is not installed, disabled or deactivated.
3. Probably integration was disabled or corrupted. See Browser Integration.
4. Only for Google Chrome browser - if you accidentally manually removed the Download with Ant Download
Manager (DLHelper) extension from the list of extensions, then restore it by this link Download with Ant Download
Manager.
5. For Chrome clones be sure that there is an executable EXE file of your clone in list of Add Chrome Clones
6. Perhaps you simultaneously launched Google Chrome browser and its other clone (for example, SRWare,...).
If the clones have the same executable module names (chrome.exe), then the extension of one of the browsers
will not work. The video button will not be available, etc...AntDM controls the current browser by the name of
its module.
If the clone modules have the same names, then ambiguity arises. Use these browsers in turn.
7. Sometimes it happens that users install the program under one account, and run AntDM or a browser under
a different account. Install AntDM for the new account.
8. Perhaps your antivirus blocks integration into the browser. Temporarily turn off your antivirus and re-integrate.
9. If after previous items the AntDM extension installed correctly and enabled, there is a conflict with other installed
extensions. Disable other extensions and try it again to solve your problem. Reactivate the extensions one by
one and check the operation of the AntDM extension between each activation. (do not forget to refresh the page).
When the AntDM extension stops working, the last active extension is in issue. (usually there is no problem but
I ask you to check)
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How to temporarily disable integration
If you are annoyed by a often pop-up prompting to download a file or you are bored of the appearance of a video
button over many videos, then you can easily disable AntDM integration in the browser and enable it only if
necessary.
After correctly integrating into Chrome, Firefox browsers and their clones, you should see the AntDM icon in the
browser toolbar. After clicking on the icon, a pop-up window will open.

ON - means that the browser extension is in working order. The extension can automatically capture download
links and submit them to AntDM for download. If you switch to OFF, the extension will be software disabled. Capture
of any files will not occur. The logo icon will change the look with
not track links at all and does not slow down the browser.

on

. In this mode, AntDM extension does

Video ON - means that integration is enabled and video and audio file capture is working. If video OFF, the video
button is not displayed but automatic downloads are still enabled. The logo icon will change the look with

on

. In this mode, the AntDM extension only tracks link links designed specifically for download. Browser resources
are significantly saved because there is no analysis of the incoming video stream and analysis of browser tabs
on their video links.
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How to remove integration
If you do not need into the browser integration (for example, you add links for downloading manually or work in
batch mode), you can easily remove it in the browser menu.
For example Google Chrome

for Mozilla Firefox
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You can also remove the integration in a less universal way (since it is not suitable for absolutely all browsers) by
clicking on the link
to the extension store for Google Chrome or for Mozilla Firefox and click the button - Remove
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Contact Us

• Website: antdownloadmanager.com
• Forum: forum
• Contact Us: form
• Support E-mail: support@antdownloadmanager.com
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Report a Problem
Most of the time, we receive messages from users who report a problem or a possible bug.
These users write only a few words, or only one short sentence. It is insufficient!
To solve your problem, provide us with some information:
• Specify step by step how to reproduce a problem (a bug);
• Screenshot of an error;
• Links that you cannot download;
• Make sure you're using the latest version of AntDM;
• Your version of Windows;
• Your Internet browser : Chrome, Opera, Edge, Firefox , ... and its version;
• If a AntDM error message is displayed, give it to us;
• For a download problem, give the link of the file and the address of the webpage, your download settings
(number of threads and method used);
• Please specify whether it is a standard (or classic) download or a download with Premium Link Generators
(Debrids).
Our contacts here Contact Us
• FAQ with Debrid
• FAQ with Browser Information
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Compare Free and Pro versions
After you installed AntDM within 30 days, you can try out all the functionality of the software. This Trial 30-days
version has Full functionality of Pro version.
After trial period, the software switches to Free version, you can continue to use the software for free and without
any limit of duration but with limitations on certain features:
• Video Button\Video Box has some restriction (the choice of video formats to download has been limited).
• can be restricted some actions of media file conversion and merge.
Note: Depending on the software version, the limitations of the Free version may vary slightly.
The Free version of AntDM always allows to use the services of Premium Link Generators (Debrids) .
Whether with the free version or after purchasing an AntDM license, you must purchase a subscription to use the
services of Premium Link Generators (Debrids).
You can find a more complete comparison table of our versions on the main page of the site below.
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Appendix 1. List of INET errors
For network work AntDM uses good known cURL library. Here are the network error codes provided by the cURL
library. AntDM shows it as is INETxx.
0
1
2

Ok
Unsupported protocolFailed init
Failed init

3
4
5
6

Url malformat
Not built in
Could not resolve proxy
Could not resolve host

7
8
9
10

Could not connect
Ftp weird server reply
Remote access denied
FTP accept failed

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

FTP weird pass reply
FTP accept timeout occurred accepting server
FTP weird pasv reply
FTP weird 227 format
FTP can't get host
A problem in the http2 framing layer
FTP could not set type
Partial file
FTP could not return file
Quote command failure
HTTP returned error
Write error
Upload failed
Read error
Out of memory
The timeout time was reached
FTP port operation failed
FTP couldn't use rest
Range error
Http post error
SSL connect error
Couldn't resume download
File could not read file
Ldap cannot bind
Ldap search failed
Function not found
Aborted by callback
Bad function argument
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Interface failed
Catch endless re-direct loops
User specified an unknown option
Malformed telnet option
Peer's certificate or fingerprint wasn't verified fine
Server gave nothing
SSL crypto engine not found
Cannot set SSL crypto engine as default
Failed sending network data
Failure in receiving network data
SSL Problem with the local certificate
SSL Couldn't use specified cipher
SSL Problem with the CA cert
Unrecognized/bad encoding
Invalid LDAP URL
Maximum file size exceeded
Requested FTP SSL level failed
Sending the data requires a rewind that failed
Failed to initialise ENGINE
User, password or similar was not accepted and we failed to login
File not found on server
Permission problem on server
Out of disk space on server
Illegal TFTP operation
Unknown transfer ID
File already exists
No such user
Conversion failed
Couldn't load CACERT file, missing or wrong format
Remote file not found
Error from the SSH layer
Failed to shut down the SSL connection
Socket is not ready for send/recv
SSL could not load CRL file, missing or wrong format
SSL Issuer check failed
FTP a PRET command failed
Mismatch of RTSP CSeq numbers
Mismatch of RTSP Session Ids
Unable to parse FTP file list
Chunk callback reported error
No connection available, the session will be queued
SSL specified pinned public key did not match

91

SSL invalid certificate status

92

Stream error in HTTP/2 framing layer
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93
94
95
96

An api function was called from inside a callback
An authentication function returned an error
An HTTP/3 layer problem
QUIC connection error
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Appendix 2. List of HTTP errors
Some status codes (errors) are provided by the HTTP protocol. AntDM shows it as is HTTPxxx.
400

Bad Request

401

Unauthorized

403

Forbidden

404

Not Found

406

Not Acceptable

407
408

Proxy Authentication
Required
Request Timeout

410

Gone

500

Internal Server Error

501

Not Implemented

502
503

Bad Gateway
Service Unavailable

504

Gateway Timeout

4xx Client errors
The server cannot or will not process the request due to an apparent client error (e.g.,
size too large, invalid request message framing, or deceptive request routing)
Similar to 403 Forbidden, but specifically for use when authentication is required and h
provided. The response must include a WWW-Authenticate header field containing a c
requested resource.
The request was valid, but the server is refusing action. The user might not have the ne
resource, or may need an account of some sort.
The requested resource could not be found but may be available in the future. Subseq
permissible.
The requested resource is capable of generating only content not acceptable according
the request.
The client must first authenticate itself with the proxy.

The server timed out waiting for the request. According to HTTP specifications: "The cl
within the time that the server was prepared to wait. The client MAY repeat the request
later time
Client error response code indicates that access to the target resource is no longer ava
that this condition is likely to be permanent.

5xx Server errors
A generic error message, given when an unexpected condition was encountered and n
suitable.
The server either does not recognize the request method, or it lacks the ability to fulfil t

The server was acting as a gateway or proxy and received an invalid response from th
The server is currently unavailable (because it is overloaded or down for maintenance)
state
The server was acting as a gateway or proxy and did not receive a timely response fro

In details see here
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Appendix 3. List of WIN erros
Here are the most frequently encountered error code definitions for the Win32 API functions. AntDM shows it as
is WINxx.
0
2

Ok
The system cannot find the file specified.

3
5
6

The system cannot find the path specified.
Access is denied.
The handle is invalid.

8
10

Not enough storage is available to process this command.
The environment is incorrect.

12
13
14
15
16
19
29
30
32
112
123
161
183
258
267

The access code is invalid.
The data is invalid.
Not enough storage is available to complete this operation.
The system cannot find the drive specified.
The directory cannot be removed.
The media is write protected.
The system cannot write to the specified device.
The system cannot read from the specified device.
The process cannot access the file because it is being used by another process.
There is not enough space on the disk.
The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.
The specified path is invalid.
Cannot create a file when that file already exists.
The wait operation timed out.
The directory name is invalid.

In details see here
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